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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. Because the mind chatter is very busy focused on terrorists, terrorism, religious wars and
financial troubles, I’m going to address something I think can give you a way of working with the
worldly events.
We also have what I would call a lot of cosmic dust or debris, much like when you look through a
ray of sunshine you see a lot of dust flying around in the room. It is like that energetically and
physically in the cosmos and those particles actually cause more agitation and also an underlying
insecurity or a sense of safety being threatened.

So that is contributing somewhat to what is going on and then the mechanics of terrorism from the
personality perspective I think are important to understand because it’s not just about
programming, like “This is the enemy so we have to do these things,” and then the mind accepts
the programming. It also deals with the core character of the personality which involves some
more noteworthy things like duty, dedication, devotion, loyalty, willing to die for a cause. Those
things I would consider admirable aspects of a personality and then of course they are either used
wisely or used to harm others.
So one of the things you can do as a Light worker is focus in on the positive attributes and bring
into that even more light or more enlightenment or more understanding and specifically the will to
do good, being a comprehensive or all inclusive will to do good therefore not to ever harm another.
So that same passion, if you will, could be used to educate others about a certain faith or whatever
it might be or to inspire people to pray more often and so forth. So the energy can be redirected.
And just a final note about fear because I always say two things about fear. One: it is the absence
of love. So when you’re in a state of being afraid, scared, fear, terrorized, you are lacking the
energy of love. And the other thing that I always remind you about fear is either you control it or it
will control you. So decide that your I AM presence is going to be the one directing this play.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
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